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INC: NOTEBOOK PET MODE

Notebook pet mode

Abstract
If you’ve got a cat and a laptop, you’ve probably found your kitty like to lounge on your laptop (or just on computers in
general). While we understand that cats enjoy sitting on something warm, it’s kind of funny and annoying at the same
time.
To protect your notebook from your pets, we provide a new solution to lock keyboard, touchpad and monitor
automatically when camera detects pets.
Our design is to use machine learning algorithm to auto lock keyboard, touchpad and monitor.

Problems Solved
When pets walk or climb on your keyboard, they can enter some commands, rename files, damage your files, and even
crash your notebook.
We propose a solution to protect keyboard, touchpad and monitor by using camera and AI algorithm to detect pets.
Once there are only pets and no users in front of the camera or the pets are too close, notebook guard app will lock
keyboard, touchpad and monitor or make a notification automatically.
This mode can protect computer from pets whether users are near the computer or have suddenly been called away
from it.
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Prior Art
So far, there are two programs detect the cat's weight plus on the keyboard or detect “cat‐like typing” and lock the
keyboard.

Product Drawing:
Our solution is to use AI camera to detect environmental. Once the user is not near the notebook, the Notebook Guard
APP will judge by the distance and screen‐to‐body of pets and determine lock notebook or not.

There are three scenarios:
(1) Detect only users: Notebook Guard APP will pass
(2) Detect only animals: Notebook Guard APP will determine lock notebook or not by the distance and screen‐to‐
body of pets.
(3) Detect both animals and users: Notebook Guard APP will make notification.
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Advantages
Based on our design, we can protect notebook quickly and automatically. Even if the user just leaves a second, this
program keeps the pet from entering commands or operating system.

Because of the impact of the Covid‐19, more and more people need to work from home, this program will be very useful
for those who keep pets. Furthermore, it can be extended to baby mode.
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